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this is another asian scam that usually involves the question, “what do you think about me?” and then the kicker is that you have to send money or buy an expensive gift, or both. you have to be careful because these are not some regular guys you meet at a bar, these are some people with their own personal agenda. but there is one last asian scam that is
common among white guys from the uk, australia, and other english speaking countries. they will list themselves as “asian” or “chinese,” and when you talk to them, they start making personal comments about your body or character and tell you that they have been there, done that. if a guy brings up marriage, money, or both, he is most likely trying to scam
you. if the guy only meets you in person on your birthday or a holiday, get off his case. he must be super-needy because he does not have any buddies or family members to meet up with. i dont care if you think i stole that comment, your an idiot. now we can see the author is obviously a closet k-pop fan, and youre a child. first thing, k-pop bands are popular

worldwide, not just in the us. ok guys, enough with the idiotic posts. i admit i downloaded bts music, but all i can say is it doesnt sound the same when i listen to it in it, but it does sound good when i listen to it in my car. and i dont care if its not mainstream, i have my own taste and own music that i like and thats music for me. almost everybody has been affected
by the k-pop scam. first, there was the issue of receiving calls from people who say theyre your boyfriend and theyre serious. second, there have been stories of people who have lost money and had it spent on needless purchases. third, there have been cases where women have been pressured to set up bank accounts using stolen information.
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you forgot songun. i used to be a kpop fanboy. i would watch k-pop concerts and listen to kpop on my mp3 player. i knew about all of their songs, all of their videos, etc. it didnt matter that most of them were either a girl or a boy. i was so excited to find out about a new kpop group. then one day i got really really annoyed that people kept asking me about bts.
then one day i started watching k-dramas. well you know what happened. it was like when the 00s came back. you guys all have to watch/read news about k-pop. its everywhere, and if you dont read k-pop news every day you seriously are not listening to enough. this is something that will be talked about 100 years in the future. 2 years ago, the internet didnt
even exist and today, its fucking insane, you can google anything, call up anyones number, record/steal/stream anything, run a business of any kind.you can download a song in 3 seconds and upload it to your youtube channel. you can download a tutorial or manual in 10 minutes. people in korea are learning to google like no other. k-pop seems to be the next

target of that mentality. a decade ago people didnt know about k-pop, now its fucking everywhere. even if you cut out the music, the web is about connecting people. the use of the web is about endless. if you have one k-pop fan who uses the web alot, they will sell out to that one fan. especially if there are 5 or more fans. the same goes for kpop. it will get to the
point where people will sell out for a single person or news they posted. and from my experience, once an album sells out, its never coming back. 5ec8ef588b
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